Sculpture from the World's Great Galleries
and F a m o u s Private C o l l e c t i o n s " by
Franklin Edson Beiden, printed in 1894.
According to this book, printed in English,
the title of my painting was "THE CITY
SWELL," and it had been painted by a Bavarian artist, Franz Defregger.

Art on Steins
by Mike Wald

ost of us, when deciding on a
stein that we are about to add
, to our collection, make our decision on the stein's overall eye
appeal and affordability. After we acquire
our newly found treasure we place it on
our stein shelf and, occasionally, sit back
and admire our collections overall. But so
few of us really look at our steins individually and try to find out what the scene
depicted really is. We have learned, through
previous articles and books, that many
scenes depicted on our steins stem from
German songs or poems. But in addition,
a large number of the scenes we find are
actually copied from famous paintings of
that period.

The scene on this painting was described
as:

Figure 1: Photo of the Defregger painting, "The
City Swell"

Figure 2: Closeup of artist's signature in bottom
left hand corner

When working on the HR catalog I found
one group of steins particularly interesting.
T h e s e w e r e t h e o n e s I called " h a n d painted." I suspected that these scenes
were taken from works of art but I had no
factual basis for this belief at that time. My
sole link was an article written by Steve
Smith in the June 1976 PROSIT (no. 44),
which brought to my attention a scene that
I had seen on one of these HR steins. Steve
believed that this scene came from a famous Bavarian painting entitled "Sepp's
First Letter."
Some time later I came across an oil painting on wood that looked very familiar. I knew
that I had seen that scene before! After I
acquired this painting I noticed that it
matched several scenes found on HR
steins. I enlisted the aid of German lore
expert Art Maethner and he was able to
furnish me with the information about this
painting that he found in a book entitled,
"Pictorial W o n d e r l a n d of Painting and

"The handsome and handsomely dressed
youth who is 'doing the mountains' with his
guide-book and field-glass is hospitably received, but finds himself among those of his
countrymen who, though simple and kind,
are none the less quick to see the weak or
absurd phrases of their fellows. He has evidently been 'puting on style,' for one of the
girls is mercilessly chaffing him, while the
other strives in vain to hide her merriment.
The peasants about the humble board, too
polite or considerate to break into noisy
laughter, are yet full to bursting with the
comicality of the situation. Altogether, it is
a bad quarter of an hour for the usually
festive youth, who will go down the mountain to his elegant city home a wiser and
possibly sadder man."

Along with this description was a brief
summary of Franz von Defregger and a bit
of his background at that time. Even then,
in 1894, he was considered a master. Along
with the description was a photo of the
painting showing his signature and its date,
"1882."
Now I had a beginning. This scene appeared on numerous hand-painted HR
steins, as suffix number 65 (2/65, 18/65,
187/65, 189/65), and even on etched stein
number 411.1 noticed that in some cases
only part of the scene was chosen, as the
entire scene could not fit on many steins.
I was sure, now, that many other handpainted HR steins carried Defregger paintings—but I had no way of finding them out.

Figure 3: /2-liter HR porcelain #2/65 that matches
painting
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Recently I was able to obtain a book called
"Defregger 1835-1921." This 396-page
book contains 1035 illustrations of paintings and sketches compiled by Hans Peter
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Defregger, the grandson of Franz von Defregger. The entire book is in German but,
with the help of Jack Lowenstein, I was
able to identify 10 of his works that are
depicted on HR steins. These include:
"Grossvaters
Tanzunterricht—Grandfather's Dancing Lesson"
(1872); HR suffix # 4 1
"Wilderer in der Sennhuette—Hunters in the
Cowherd's cottage"
(1876); HR suffix # 4 7
"Der Zitherspieler—The Zither Player"
(1875) ; HR suffix # 4 8
"Liebesbrief—The Love Letter"
(1884); HR suffix # 4 4
"Holzknechte in der Sennhuette—Woodcutters in the Cowherd's Cottage"
(1880); HR suffix # 4 2

Figure 4: /io-liter porcelain stein that matches
painting. The words "Salon Tyroler" appear under
painting.
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"Der Salontiroler—The Drawing Room Tyrolean" or "The Sham Tyrolean"
(1882); HR suffix # 6 5 (this is the same as
the scene described earlier as "The City
Swell")

Figure 6: Etched HR # 4 1 that matches painting
(Final photo on next page)

"Im Hoangart—In the High Garden" (probably the name of an inn in the Tyrolean
Mountains)
(1871); HR suffix # 8 0
" A b s c h i e d der J a e g e r — F a r e w e l l of the
Hunters"
(1876) ; shown on HR # 2 0 (suffix unknown)
"Auf der Pirsch—At the Birch" (the Birch
would be the name of an inn)
(1888); HR suffix # 6 0
"Brautwerbung—Courting the Bride"
(1877) ; HR suffix # 1 3 3 .

Franz von Defregger was one of the finest
painters of his time. He chose Tyrolean
mountain scenes as his favorite subjects,
but he was also a first-rate portraitist. He
was a professor at the Academy of Art in
Munich and was considered one of the
foremost landscapists in Europe.
Figure 5: HR /2-liter porcelain stein #189/65,
showing only part of the painting
1

Since Defregger paintings were represented on many HR steins, I now started
looking more closely at other steins in my
photo album and, sure enough, I discovered many of these now familiar scenes
on other porcelain, stoneware, pottery and
even glass steins. What started out as an
effort to learn more about scenes on HR
steins now became a learning experience
on all types of steins. It now opens up an
entirely new area for learning about scenes
depicted on our treasured collectibles. We
now can look more closely and, hopefully,
see things we never saw before, true art
depicted on steins.
Even though the painting that I acquired
was a copy, I am now collecting steins that
depict this famous scene. This has opened
up a whole new area of specialization for
me.
a

Figure 8: VMiter stoneware HR depicting the
Defregger painting "Grossvaters Tanzunterricht,"
#2/41.

On March 11,1861, Adolphus married Lilly,
daughter of Eberhard Anheuser. After a
short hitch in the Union Army, he was enticed in 1864 by his father-in-law to join in
the management of the Anheuser brewery.
By 1873 he was a full partner in the brewery, serving as the company secretary and,
upon the death of Anheuser in 1880, became its president.
In the late 1860's and early 1870's, Adolphus traveled extensively in Bavaria and
the area around Pilsen, Czechoslovakia.
Busch particularly studied the brewing
processes prevalent around Pilsen, with the
intention of improving the products of his
brewery back home. In a land of local beers
and local breweries, Busch dreamed of a
national beer.
As a first step, he created a network of
railside ice houses to cool cars of beer being
shipped long distances. Later, around 1877,
he launched the industry's first fleet of refrigerated freight cars. Additional technical
innovations included the pioneering in the
a p p l i c a t i o n of the new p a s t e u r i z a t i o n
process.

Mettlach's Adolphus
Busch Stein #2136
By Ken Zeiser

The stein is a /2-liter P.U.G., etched on the
sides, with inlaid lid and a United States
thumblift. All these steins were made in
1894 and were used for promotion and
possibly given to retiring long-time employees. The number of steins purchased
is unknown.
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Busch developed a new brand of beer that
would be acceptable to all tastes. Having
found his new "national" beer, and after
consideration as to its name, he coined the
word "Budweiser". He chose this particular name because it had a slightly Germanic sound to it, yet it was easily pronounceable by both native Americans and
German immigrants.
Adolphus Busch's genius as a brewer, together with his flair for advertising, lifted
the company to great heights. By 1879,
annual sales had risen to 105,234 barrels,
and in 1901 the company reached the mil-

Let's talk about the man on the front panel,
Adolphus B u s c h (1839-1913), Fig. 1.
Adolphus was born on July 10, 1839, in
Kassel near Mainz in the Duchy of Hessen. He was the youngest of twenty-one
children, born to Ulrich and Barbara Pfeifer
Busch. Adolphus had two brothers in the
brewery business, who immigrated to the
United States: John, who founded a brewery in Washington, Mo., and Ulrich, who
lived in Chicago, where he was engaged
in the brewery supply business.
A d o l p h u s w a s e d u c a t e d at the finest
schools available, including the Collegiate
Institute of Brussels. In 1857 he immigrated to the United States, coming to St.
Louis via New Orleans and the Mississippi
River. He worked as a clerk on the riverfront and in 1859 formed a partnership with
Ernst Wattenberg, forming the wholesale
commission house of Wattenberg, Busch
and Company—which in 1865 became the
Adolphus Busch & Company.

Figure 1: Mettlach stein # 2 1 3 6

lion barrel mark, 1,006,494! (1982: 59.3
million barrels.)
Busch continued as president of the brewery for thirty-three years until his death in
1913. In addition, he was president of the
South Side Bank and of the Manufacturers
Railroad Company, founded the Adolphus
Busch Glass Manufacturing Co., the St.
Louis Refrigerater Car Co. and the Busch
Sulzer Brothers Diesel Engine Co., owned
controlling interest in five brewery plants in
Texas and numerous ice manufacturing
plants across the country, and built the
Adolphus Hotel in Dallas.
During the latter years of his life, he spent
most of his time in his Villa at Langenschwalbach, Germany. It was here that he died
on October 13, 1913. Adolphus and Lilly
had thirteen children.
During the course of the brewery's 131
years history, the company has changed
dramatically and so has its name: George
Schneider's Brewery (1852), Bavarian
Brewery (1856), P. and C. Hammer and

Soccer And Its Beer
Steins
Co. (1857), Hammer and Urban (1858),
Anheuser and Co. (1860), Anheuser Co.'s
Brewing Association (1875), AnheuserBusch Brewing Association (1879), Anheuser-Busch, Inc. (1919), Anheuser-Busch
Companies, Inc. (1979).
Let's go back to the stein and the inlay in
the lid, the "A" and Eagle. The "A" and
Eagle design trademark is the widely recognized symbol of Anheuser-Busch Companies. First used on the company's beer
products in 1872, the symbol was registered with the U.S. Patent Office in 1877
(Fig. 3).
The original eagle had Its wings folded back
into the "A" (Fig. 2). Around the turn of the
century, one or both of the eagle's wings
spread outside the "A" in an uplifted, flying
motion. In 1939, the Union shield was replaced with a horizontal striped shield and
three thunderbolt arrows were added under the eagle's talons. In 1979, a simplied
version was adopted.
No record remains of the symbol's original
designer or its exact meaning. The " A "
stood for Eberhard Anheuser, but there are
several explanations for the eagle, one that
it represented the unlimited vision of Adolphus, another that it was included as a mark
of respect for the U.S., adopted country of
the brewery's founder.
Prosit!

by Stephen L. Smith

Soccer is one of man's oldest sports—although no one is quite sure just how old it
is. It probably began in a more primitive
form almost 1000 years ago in Great Britain, but there are some who claim a form
of the game may have been played in China
as long ago as 500 B.C.
Interest in the game lapsed for a while—
about 400 years—beginning during the 12th
century reign of Henry II, when it was
banned in England because "futballe," as
it w a s k n o w n , i n t e r f e r e d with a r c h e r y
practice.
In 1603, James I lifted the ban and people
were encouraged to play soccer. From that
point there was no stopping the game, and
its popularity grew and grew as the ages
passed; as the British Empire expanded,
so did soccer. It was introduced in India
during the British occupation and caught
on because it was an inexpensive sport
that many played barefoot. It began in South
America in the 19th century, and the Montreal Football Club began playing soccer
in Canada in 1866.
In 1869 the game came to the United
States, with the early games being played
at the Ivy League colleges (where it later
evolved into rugby and American-style
football).
In 1882, England, Scotland, Ireland and
Wales organized and adopted a universal
code of rules, and soccer has been basically the same ever since.
It was introduced into the Olympic Games
in 1900, and the World Cup competition,
held every four years, was organized in
1930. Soccer is without a doubt the most
popular sport throughout the world—except in the United States. But now that is
c h a n g i n g : The North American Soccer
League, organized eleven years ago, has
struggled through some hard times, but it's
still apparent that soccer is coming of age
in America.

Figure 2: Inlaid lid of #2136, showing the famous
Anheuser-Busch eagle in the large "A"

When Mike Wald produced his splendid
book, "HR Steins," he cataloged every stein
scene he had photographed together with
an excellent description. This, of course,
was for the use of collectors to determine
what was "out there"; if they should be
interested in adding any of the depicted
pieces to their collection, they could now
do so by advertising, using Mike's assigned catalog number. For the last five
years my 12 year-old son, Michael Smith,
has found a tremendous amount of enjoyment in the playing of the game we Americans know as soccer. Wald's illustration

Photo 1: /2-liter, stoneware, 8W tall, circle mark
of Merkelback and Wick, mold number 3054
under handle, relief scene of city of Geneve on
lid, thumblift is figural of woman wearing fancy
headdress. Etched scene of soccer goalie in
many colors. Town in left background and tan
scroll on left side.
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of HR Stein No. 1004 (figure 103, p. 47
and figure 124, p. 54) depicts what was
cataloged as a soccer goalie. I immediately asked myself the question, "is this in
fact true? Is this a soccer player? Is this a
goalie?" If it was, I wanted it for my son's
collection of steins and trophies. I must admit that my first inclination was negative;
primarily due to the fact that the player had
a cap on his head (see photo no. 1). Extra
articles of attire are now forbidden in the
game—even to the point that no watches
or rings may be worn. I set out to find if
Mike's description was true.

Photo 2: /2-liter, 5-Vz" tall, pottery, character
stein of old-style soccer ball with seven leather
laces in relief on the lid of the stein. Cream
colored with white glaze on inside of stein. No
marks.
1

Photo 3: Pair of "new" soccer steins—
Left: /2-liter pottery character stein of soccer ball
marked "Rastal, Höhr-Grenzhausen 1976." Mold
number 315
Right: '/2-liter, porcelain, P.U.G., shows scenes
of famous soccer players and was made for the
X Fussball
Weltmeisterschaft in
Deutschland
1974. Light brown and white (also seen in blue
and white), marked "Krautheim, Selb Bavaria,
Germany."
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I was fortunate to locate an old print on an
European soccer match, circa 1880, in
which I noted that the goalie was equipped
with a cap similar to that as shown on stein
in photo no. 1. After close examination of
other documents such as described above
and after looking through numerous books
on the history of European soccer which
displayed photographs of the soccer teams,
I have concluded that the figure on Wald's
HR Stein was indeed a soccer goalie. The
fact that the goal post is not apparent still
bothers me to a minute degree; but as the
posts aren't shown on any of the other
steins, and the fact that the goalie can be
so far away from the posts, makes that

Photo 4: 0.3-liter stoneware, 6-V2" tall, grey saltglazed body with molded relief soccer player.
Purple and white shirt, brown pants. A pink scroll
on bottom has the soccer motto of "Gut Tritt"
(Good Kick). No marks, only mold number 741
on bottom and under handle.

point seem rather insignificant when compared to the other positive points indicating
it is. For example, the ball the goalie is
attempting to catch is similar to that shown
in photo no. 2 of this article. This stein is
a slightly different variation from the character stein "soccer ball" listed as figure 115
(p. 57) of Manusov's "Encyclopedia of
Character Steins," as it is entirely cream
colored. The goalie pictured on both the
HR and the M.W. stein is wearing old style
shin guards, the type that were strapped
and tied to the back of the calf. It is doubtful that any other sport would require the
use of shin guards and from review of the
old photographs, only goalies felt the need
to wear them.
While I realize that Prosit is not a sports
magazine, I thought that a brief history of
the sport might be of interest to the uninitiated. If one is a stein collector with young
children or young grandchildren, there is a
good possibility one will hear about their
involvement in this heretofore non-U.S.
recognized sport. The popularity of soccer
is increasing in the country and I predict
that by the time our kids, who are 6 to 15
now, have their children, soccer will be
ranked right below baseball and football as
being America's favorite watched sporting
events.

Photo 5: Va-liter, stoneware, 5-Vfe" tall, grey saltglazed body, P.U.G. scene of three soccer
players. Motto "Gut Tritt" above scene. Pewter
thumblift in form of wreath. No marks.

There are already indications of this here
in my home city of Fairfax (Virginia) which
has a population of 19,000. Soccer registration is advertised on billboards as one
enters the city! There are only two Saturdays during a single month for registration.
The problem is that too many kids want to
play soccer and there aren't enough fields,
so the soccer club has to reduce the advertising time in hopes of holding the number of registrants and players down.
If one is interested in collecting steins with
soccer motifs, it will be of benefit to understand that they are relatively uncommon here in the United States. It should
be realized that the majority of beer steins
now in this country were (1) sold to the
Americans for their local tastes prior to
World War II, (2) taken out of Germany
immediately after W W - I I , or (3) sold to
tourists after the German reconstruction
effort was accomplished. Add to this the
fact that most Americans had not played
soccer at this time. This would explain why
the average American stein collector would
neither buy nor barter for a stein pertaining
to soccer—and why steins depicting soccer scenes are uncommon here. Naturally
this relative scarcity also makes soccer
steins a little more expensive than their
quality would otherwise warrant.
(All photographs accompanying this article are by the
author. History information is courtesy of a NASL brochure, author unknown.)

Photo 6: Pair of /2-liter pottery steins in molded
relief, both 8" t a l l Left: Multicolored scene on blue background,
with motto on left. Both steins also have panels
saying "O w o n n e - v o l l e s Fussball Spiel, Du
schönstes Spiel der Jugend (oh, ravishing soccer
game—thou beautiful game of youth). Stein is
marked with Thewalt's 1897-1920 mark.
R i g h t : C o l o r s are g r e e n a n d b r o w n o n
creamware. Motto on right. While scenes are
almost identical, I believe the stein was made
by another manufacturer. No marks, just
"Germany."
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